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Abstract1— This paper describes an innovative analog IC layout 
generation tool based on evolutionary computation techniques. 
The designer provides a high level layout description. This 
template contains placement and routing constrains and is 
independent from technology. This expert knowledge is used to 
guide an evolutionary optimization kernel during the automatic 
generation of the layout for the target technology. Additionally, 
this template can be used hierarchically in the definition of 
templates for more complex circuits. The LAYGEN tool is here 
presented and demonstrated for the layout generation of typical 
circuit structures.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

As the evolution of global semiconductors market indicates 
a fast growth of integrated circuits with both analog and 
digital functionalities, the development of design automation 
tools has become a key factor to enhance the efficiency of 
integrated circuits design cycle. However, despite the 
development efforts, the use of design automation tools to 
support the analog integrated circuit design, in industrial 
environments, is still limited, especially when compared with 
the digital counterpart [1]. Therefore, the research and 
development of new design automation techniques and 
methodologies is, clearly, justified to overcome the current 
demands of the analog and mixed-signal integrated circuits 
industry. 

The initial approach to analog layout generation was to 
apply the features used for digital design [2]. However, given 
the differences between digital layout design and its analog 
counterpart, this approach presented a limited ability to 
generate high quality layouts. The next generation of tools 
followed an optimization-based approach using a small 
library of devices [3-4]. Within this approach, complex 
circuits have to be generated from the small set of devices 
yielding high execution times. Besides, structures like stacked 
transistors were not likely to be automatically generated. In 
2003, Jangkrajarng et al proposed IPRAIL [5] a retargeting 
specific application that extracts, from an original handmade 
layout, a template that is used to generate the target layout. 
Recent approaches rely on user defined procedural module 
generators to create complex modules, and optimizers to 
perform module placement and routing, ALADIN [6] is a 
good example of such a platform. 

The methodology for automatic analog ICs layout design 
described in this paper is based in the introduction of a new 
abstraction layer between technological details and the 
designer guidelines. The abstract layout representation 
captures the designer knowledge independently of technology 

                                                 
 

and allowing some specifications changes. The focus of this 
new design approach is improving design reusability and 
retargetability. The template, independence from 
technological details and support for moderate changes on 
device and modules specifications introduces an additional 
level of flexibility to the design. Design productivity is 
increased only if the target layout can be automatically 
generated from the template, this is LAYGEN’s purpose. In 
order to implement an efficient search of the solution space 
evolutionary computation techniques [10-11] are here applied 
to handle such a multi-objective multi-constrain problem.  

The paper is organized as follows. In section II, a general 
overview on typical layout generation procedures, including 
the proposed tool, is given. Afterwards, in section III, the 
LAYGEN’s template data-model is described. Then, in 
sections IV and V, the LAYGEN kernel for generating the 
placement and routing are discussed. In section VI, 
preliminary implementation results are presented. Finally, in 
section VII, the conclusions and future work are addressed. 

II. DESIGN APPROACH 

It is acknowledged that each designer/company has its own 
layout style but often this style is very regular. For a large 
number of applications, even with some specifications or 
technological changes, the design guidelines for most 
common cells like amplifiers or current sources etc. are kept 
the same. For simple cells, parametric generators are a valid 
solution to implement these guidelines. However, though 
technological detail may also be included as parameters, these 
module generators are highly dependent of technology 
making them difficult to reuse. In addition, for complex cells 
the development of effective parametric generators has 
proven ineffective, either on design-time or design-
reusability. 

In order to cope with these limitations, our approach stores 
these design regularities in a layout meta-description that is 
independent of technology. The template, together with 
LAYGEN and a set parametric module generators at device-
level, provide the designer with a technological and 
specification independent way of for defining some of the 
most commonly used cells. 

This paper addresses the automation of this newly 
introduced abstraction level; nevertheless the complete 
automatic design flow incorporating this new feature is the 
final target of the ongoing work. The complete automatic 
design flow is shown in Figure 1. 



 
Fig. 1. Automatic Layout Generation: Closed Loop 

III. HIGH LEVEL CELL DESCRIPTION 

The analog layout designer expertise is crucial while 
dealing with device matching and symmetry, parasitics, 
current density in interconnects, thermal, and substrate 
effects, etc. nevertheless this expert knowledge does not 
requires the technological design details, e.g. minimum poly 
enclosure of contact or via width, etc.. 

The designer expertise is caught into the template and used 
to guide the automatic layout generation; this template must 
allow LAYGEN to generate the target layout independently 
of technology and specifications. The template based 
approach gives the designer a way to control the automatic 
generation. This increases the target layout quality. In 
addition, it also reduces the solution space, therefore 
decreasing the computational efforts required to achieve the 
optimal solution. The drawback is that it also increases the 
user effort. 

The generation proceeds in the traditional way, first 
placement and then routing. The template topological 
relations are mapped into a non-slicing [8] data structure, 
enforcing the same topological relations on the target layout. 
Then, LAYGEN selects the combination of modules that 
yields the best module placement restrained to the topological 
relations present in the template. The preferred routing paths, 
which are also specified in the template, are then adjusted to 
the new contact points’ positions and optimized to yield the 
target layout.  

The template information used for placement is the devices 
expected relative placement, relative size, symmetry and 
matching requirements. Also, to each device is attached a set 
of different, but electrically equivalent, layout 
representations, henceforward addresses as modules. 
Templates can also be used as modules in a hierarchically 
manner, allowing the designer to use templates for simpler 
cells in the definition of more complex ones. 

Additionally each device has associated an approximated 
pin-out; using this pin-out the designer may define the routing 
net’s geometry. Besides the net geometry, the nets may be 
marked as noise sensible, noise immune and noise generators. 
Symmetry and matching requirements are other net 

properties. This is the information used by the router. Figure 
2 shows a template file for a common-centroid differential 
pair. This template description is particularly suitable to 
graphical representation and editing, in Figure 3 an example 
is shown. 

 
Fig. 2. Template File 

 
Fig. 3. Template View  

In this way the generator uses the designer expertise (high 
level topological relations between cells, 
symmetries/matching requirements, etc.) present in the 
template, and automatically deals with the exact placing and 
routing while attending the design rules specific to the target 
technology and the device sizes specific to the target 
application. 

IV. PLACEMENT 

The topological relations present in the template are 
extracted to a B-Tree layout representation, on which the O(n 
log n) packing algorithm presented in [7] is used to obtain a 
compact placement. To decide the optimal combination of 
modules an evolutionary optimization kernel [10 -11] is used. 

The B-Tree representation imposes the following vertical 
and horizontal positioning constraints: (a) each device in the 
left sub-tree is above its parent device; (b) if the y projections 
of two devices are overlapping, the device of the node visited 
first in a preorder traversal of the tree (visit any node before 
its left and right sub-trees) is to the left of the device whose 
node is visited the second [7].  

The placer explores the alternative placements by selecting 
one of the alternative modules for each to device and packing 
the layout. The chromosome representation used by the 



genetic algorithm is composed by one gene for each device, 
and the only mutation operator is to select a different module. 

The sub-templates are generated in a bottom-up fashion (at 
this time no automatic procedure to set low-level templates 
optimization targets from the high-level template description, 
the designer must adjust iteratively the optimization targets 
for the lower level templates and so forward. 

V. ROUTING 

The router uses the placement solution and the template’s 
nets to produce the desired routing. The template based 
routing algorithm used is a two step procedure. The template 
routing is adjusted (re-scaled) to the newly created placement. 
Then, the optimizer attempts to improve the routing quality. 
The major challenge in the router is the design rules 
verifications; they make the routing algorithm more complex 
and computationally more expensive than the placement 
algorithm. 

In the first step, each net is divided into a set of wires, each 
one connecting two and only two contact points. The 
adjustment procedure encompass the following: the template 
paths are scaled, then, moved to set the wire start point on the 
new start-pin’s position and, finally, the wire end position is 
set to the new end-pin’s position to ensure connectivity.  

This adapted routing is used as the start point for the 
evolutionary optimizer. The optimizer minimize the cost 
function, that incorporates design rules violation, connectivity 
requirements, wire length, and minimum distance between 
nets to separate nets as far as possible reducing crosstalk.  

The genetic optimizer encodes the routing information by 
assigning one gene to each adapted net. In this way, crossover 
generates children that present a combination of their parents’ 
nets, and mutation is performed in each net. The advantage of 
such a complex genetic encoding is that the mutation 
operators can be design to be more “intelligent” as they use 
more information.  

The geometric operations applied by the mutation operator 
to a randomly selected net wire, are the following: 

• Slide the start or end pin position inside the available 
area of the contact point. 

• Move the start or end pin to a random position inside 
its supporting shape, (the probability of this operator is very 
low and can only occur with the mutation level near its 
maximum).  

• Translation of the entire wire; slides the start and end 
positions if possible. 

 
Taking advantage of the gene representation, a more 

complex mutation operator is also introduced: 
• A local optimization, based in very fast simulated re-

annealing (VFSRA) [12] is used on a “randomly” selected  
net. This operation increases the convergence rate of the 
overall solution.  

The VFSRA operator is computationally expensive but the 
quality of a net after this operation is highly increased. 
Therefore, an uniform distribution is enforced in order to 

apply this operator approximately the same number of times 
to each net.  

VI. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

The proposed design methodology was tested using a 
preliminary version of LAYGEN. Although the generation 
capabilities of the tool are not yet at the level required for 
practical uses, the prototype is running and the methodology 
was proven with selected examples. 

The 2-stage cascade OTA layout in Figure 4 (d) was 
generated automatically using LAYGEN from the template in 
Figure 4 (c). In figure 4 (e) the hand-made layout for the same 
amplifier is depicted. 
 

 
(a) OTA Schematics 

 
(b) CMFB Schematics  

 
(c) Template 



  
(d) Automatically Generated   (e) Manual Design  

Fig. 4: Analog IC Layout Generation  
based on Template Description 

 
Though the common guidelines are clearly observed in both 

layouts, the area efficiency of the automatically generated is 
not a match for the manual design. This happens because 
LAYGEN do not support module overlap. Not supporting 
module overlapping increases the efficiency of the placer, 
ensuring the feasibility of all the placement solutions. 
Nevertheless, module overlapping could reduce the target 
layout area since not all overlaps are illegal. Also a final 
compaction, similar to the one performed in digital circuits, 
could also be attempted to increase the target layout quality. 
This was not tried because some of the earlier tool used this 
approach on analog layouts without promising result. But the 
computation capabilities offered in today’s CPUs may give a 
new breath to these techniques.    

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The introduction of a template that creates an abstraction 
layer between physical representation and designer 
knowledge proposed in this paper can systematize the lowest 
level of analog IC layout design simplifying future tools 
addressing full custom layout generation from scratch. 

In this way the design dependency of technology can be 
treated automatically as in the digital domain, but in contrast 
to what happens in the digital design cycles the designer 
control of the generated layout (that as proven to be 
indispensable for analog circuits) is still large. 

There are still many issues to be solved in order to have a 
deployable tool (the lack of compaction of the target layout, 
and the flexibility required in the module generators are some 
of the most relevant), but the current results seem promising. 
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